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ABSTRACT 

Eco-Ethno-Agrotourism Long Mio is a facility that offers as a resort. 

Situated at the heart of The Lundayeh tribal villages of Long Mio and Long 

Pasia, is accessible by 120 km of graveled road from Sipitang town. Leisurely 

travel will take about three hour's journey through secondary and virgin 

jungle.The journey itself is an adventure especially on a rainy day. 

The resort is managed by Pertubuhan Peladang Kawasan (PPK) 

Sipitang in close cooperation with resident of the surrounding villages. Most of 

the activities created by the resort by using expertise and conducted by the 

villagers. 

The resorts concepts are based on Ecology, Ethnology and Agro 

tourism. The surrounding area is rich in Flora and Fauna diversity on a 

relatively undisturbed condition. The unique cultural practices of the Lundayeh 

tribe are not widely known even in Sabah. 90% of the villagers derived their 

income from agricultural activities. Visitors will experience a unique adventure, 

leisure and knowledge enhancement. 

At 3000 feet from sea level and temperature ranging from 18C - 30C , 

it's a cool place to have adventure and leisure.Sipitang town is linked to Kota 

Kinabalu city via trans Borneo Highway public transport services are readily 

available from Kota Kinabalu City. To reach the resort, only by four wheel drive 

vehicles at RM 35 per person one way. 

Due to the muddy and hilly condition of the road it is advisable for guest 

to use four wheel drive vehicle to reach the resort especially on a rainy season. 

Activities and program was provided is jungle trekking , river activities 

like fishing and boat , traditional dance and performance , floral and fauna 

appreciation tour like camping and fire camp , herb plant , doing seminar, 

course or meeting at resort. 
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